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Write down recurring dates in these decorative Winterthur Flowers perpetual or "birthday" calendars

and you won't have any excuse for missing important anniversaries. Each calendar page is

decorated with a sweet flower design from an 1857 pattern book used by Thomas Dimmock & Co.

of Hanley, England. The book itself is in the collection of the Winterthur Museum and Country

Estate.
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I'm very pleased with this perpetual calendar. I've been looking for one for a while now to keep track

of birthdays, but I wasn't able to find one that was, well, pretty enough to keep around year after

year. This one has colorful floral designs for each month and plenty of space for everyone's

birthdays and special anniversaries. The pages are very sturdy and should last many years in good

care.

This is a beautiful perpetual calendar! I bought it without having any reviews to go by, so I was

pleasantly surprised when I got it and saw its quality. It has separate pages for each month, each

with a different floral design. The cover has a sturdy, laminated feel and the pages feel sturdy as

well, though not as thick as the cover. There is a loop to hang the calendar on the wall. The space

to write names is plenty long enough, though with 30-31 lines per page, plus floral design, you need

to write fairly small. I can fit several first names per line, and perhaps 2-3 with first and last names. I



would definitely recommend this calendar.

I sent this to a friend whose internet connection isn't reliable. We belong to a forum and she wasn't

getting the birthday reminders for our friends in time.She absolutely loved this calendar, and raved

how about how pretty is it is. Success! Sometimes the best tools are the rudimentary ones that don't

drop off the line... I love these calendars, they're always there to tell you who you should send a

card or a present out to. Beauty and function all in one - and for a great price!

This really is a wonderful way to keep track of birthdays and anniversaries! This calendar in

particular is made in a thick, glossy card stock with 12 different floral designs - each one unique and

lovely! This is a great quality for your money!

I am always so bad with birthday's and now I never have to worry! The pictures are beautiful and

you have plenty if space to write in birth day's and more! Shipping took awhile, but well worth the

wait :)

I ordered this calendar to replace a previous perpetual calendar that did not survive my recent

move. I was slightly disappointed that they no longer print the exact same calendar, but that was to

be expected, since the previous calendar was 3+ years old. But this calendar comes close (exact

same publisher, so same dimensions and style, different graphics), so I was ultimately pleased. This

is the only way I manage to remember upcoming birthdays and anniversaries of family and friends. I

definitely recommend it to anyone looking for those reminders!

This calendar is everything I hoped it would be. It's wide enough to allow for several names per date

(about 2" smaller than a current TV Guide) and tall enough to have some lovely artwork in addition

to the lines (again, a little taller than a current TV Guide.) I like to put the year of birth or wedding

next to the names so I can easily note a "special" date.The flowers selected for each page match

well with the season in which they are placed, and each is pretty enough that I will look forward to

seeing them year after year.

I looked all over in stores for a calendar like this and could not find one. This is just what I was

looking for. Now I do not have to write every single birthday on my wall calendar every single year.
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